Abstract: NMR spectroscopy and molecular dynamics (MD) simulations were used to probe the structure and dynamics of complexes of three phosphotyrosine-derived peptides with the Src SH2 domain in an effort to uncover a structural explanation for enthalpy-entropy compensation observed in the binding thermodynamics. The series of phosphotyrosine peptide derivatives comprises the natural pYEEI Src SH2 ligand, a constrained mimic, in which the phosphotyrosine (pY) residue is preorganized in the bound conformation for the purpose of gaining an entropic advantage to binding, and a flexible analogue of the constrained mimic. The expected gain in binding entropy of the constrained mimic was realized; however, a balancing loss in binding enthalpy was also observed that could not be rationalized from the crystallographic structures. We examined protein dynamics to evaluate whether the observed enthalpic penalty might be the result of effects arising from altered motions in the complex.
Introduction
Structure-based drug design is an important application of structural biology studies. Using the atomic structure of a biological receptor complexed with a ligand, one should ideally be able to characterize the binding interface and propose specific modifications to the ligand that would enhance the free energy for association. However, this process is often fraught with difficulty in practice, as changes intended to optimize either the enthalpy or the entropy of binding are often met with unanticipated energetic results. to a protein. Accordingly, constraining a flexible molecule in its biologically active conformation is expected to reduce the magnitude of this entropic penalty, thereby providing a relatively favorable contribution to the binding free energy. [7] [8] [9] Calorimetric studies have established that a more favorable binding entropy can be realized by preorganization, although recent accounts have revealed that ligand preorganization does not necessarily lead to an entropic advantage in binding. [10] [11] [12] The effects of ligand preorganization upon the binding energetics of a set of constrained and flexible analogues of the canonical pYEEI peptide for the pp60 v-Src SH2 (Src SH2) domain have been examined. 13, 14 In the constrained analogue (cpYEEI), a trisubstituted cyclopropyl moiety was used as a rigid replacement of the pY residue (Figure 1 ). Modeling suggested that this rigid replacement mimicked the conformation of the pY side-chain that is observed in structures of phosphotyrosine-derived peptides bound to this and other SH2 domains. [15] [16] [17] Because pYEEI and cpYEEI do not have the same number of heavy atoms, the appropriate flexible control for cpYEEI is fpYEEI, wherein a benzyl succinate moiety serves as a flexible replacement of the pY residue (Figure 1 ). Both cpYEEI and fpYEEI have the same number and type of heavy atoms, the same functional groups, and the same number of hydrogen-bond donors and acceptors, so it was reasoned that desolvation effects for each would be similar. The binding thermodynamics of these three ligands for the recombinant Src SH2 domain were determined using isothermal titration calorimetry (ITC). It was found that the constrained pseudopeptide, cpYEEI, exhibited a binding entropy about 7 cal mol -1 K -1 more favorable (positive ∆∆S°) than its tetrapeptide counterpart pYEEI and nearly 9 cal mol -1 K -1 more favorable than its flexible control fpYEEI. Nevertheless, the relative binding enthalpy of cpYEEI was about 1.5 kcal mol -1 less favorable (positive ∆∆H°) than pYEEI and 2.7 kcal mol -1 less favorable than fpYEEI. We thus observed the expected entropic advantage attending preorganization of the cpY residue relative to pY and the flexible replacement fpY, but an enthalpic penalty offset this entropic gain in both cases. The end result from this observed enthalpy-entropy compensation was that the binding affinity of cpYEEI was only slightly higher than that of pYEEI and slightly lower than that of fpYEEI, and the relative binding enthalpies for the three Src SH2 complexes are most favorable for the fpY pseudopeptide and least favorable for the cpY pseudopeptide.
Enthalpy-entropy compensation has been a topic of discussion in the literature for many years.
18-22 Because of its prevalence in biological systems, 18 ,21,23 enthalpy-entropy compensation has been proposed to be an inherent property of aqueous solution associated with the reorganization of hydrogenbonding patterns in the hydration shells of proteins and small molecules. 18 On the other hand, this view has been countered by theoretical derivations arguing that such a correlation is not a fundamental thermodynamic requirement, 19, 21, 22 and there are some examples of noncompensating systems in which anticorrelation between enthalpy and entropy serves to amplify gains in the binding free energy. 21, 24 Despite the body of literature on the subject, a full understanding of compensation mechanisms in protein-ligand interactions is lacking. Such an understanding could prove beneficial to rational drug design if one knew how to minimize enthalpy-entropy compensation to take advantage of one free energy component, and thus the physical basis for the differences in the enthalpy of binding among the three Src SH2 complexes is examined here.
Less favorable enthalpy of binding in the case of Src SH2 by a pseudopeptide could, of course, result from an altered binding conformation relative to a canonical peptide ligand. To identify a potential structural basis for the compensation observed in this series of Src SH2 binding ligands, crystal Schematic of the canonical (pYEEI), constrained (cpYEEI), and flexible (fpYEEI) ligands studied in this investigation. pY denotes the natural phosphorylated tyrosine residue. cpY denotes the trisubstituted cyclopropane replacement used to mimic the bound state conformation of pY. fpY denotes the flexible control replacement that has the same number of heavy atoms as cpY and is designed to account for the rearrangement of the hydrogenbonding capacity between the pY and cpY residues.
structures of Src SH2 in complex with the cpYEEI pseudopeptide ( Figure 1 ) and a canonical peptide were compared. 14 It was not possible to obtain a structure of the Src SH2 complex with fpYEEI. The rmsd between the complex with cpYEEI and that with the canonical peptide was approximately 1 Å for protein main-chain atoms and within 1.5 Å over all heavy atoms. Because differences between the structures of the two complexes are comparable to the differences between multiple copies of a complex in each asymmetric unit, no significant structural perturbations that adequately explain the compensation 14 could be identified.
The lack of a significant structural difference observed between the crystallographic models for the Src SH2 complexes with pYEEI and cpYEEI, and reasoning that desolvation effects would be similar for the pseudopeptides, raises the question of whether variations in internal dynamics associated with the cyclopropyl moiety exist and are the cause for less favorable interaction energy in the cpYEEI complex. If so, then a direct link between the observed loss in enthalpy and the gain in entropy would be established, suggesting that enthalpy-entropy compensation is inherent to binding Src SH2. In the presence of certain conformational motions, dynamic averaging over the thermal distribution of protein-ligand conformations was shown in an MD study to be important in determining the interaction energies; the relative energies for protein-ligand interactions estimated from the average structure were shown to differ from the relative values determined from the ensemble-averaged energy, 24 which is the thermodynamically relevant quantity. It is reasonable that restricted motion imposed by the conformational constraint of cpYEEI could affect the ensemble averaging in a manner that weakens intermolecular interactions without significantly affecting the average structure. A wide body of evidence demonstrates the importance of thermal motions to protein function and the need to include conformational fluctuations in characterizing protein-ligand interactions. [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] While X-ray crystallography gives accurate three-dimensional structures of proteins, it provides limited information on dynamics, so that possible energetic differences that result from dynamic averaging over the fluctuations about the average structure would be invisible by crystallography. On the other hand, NMR relaxation and molecular dynamics simulations, which have been valuable for elucidating the effects from internal fluctuations and conformational entropy of proteins to molecular association, 1, 25, [30] [31] [32] [33] can contribute to understanding differences in internal dynamics and enthalpy of proteins in a manner that is not apparent from an average structure.
In this light, we probed the differences between the pYEEI, cpYEEI, and fpYEEI complexes of Src SH2 by NMR and computer simulation. Positional fluctuations were examined to determine if the enthalpic loss in the Src SH2-cpYEEI complex might arise from restricted motion in the complex that could result in the observed enthalpy-entropy compensation. NMR chemical shift analysis was also used to probe structural differences between the solution structures of the three SH2-peptide complexes.
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Materials and Methods
Protein Expression, Purification, and Sample Preparation. The canonical pYEEI tetrapeptide was purchased with an acetylated N-terminus and unblocked C-terminus (SynPep). The cpYEEI and fpYEEI pseudopeptide derivatives were synthesized as previously described. 13 Protein was expressed and purified in a manner similar to previously reported protocols. 35, 36 A construct consisting of residues 144-249 of the pp60 v-Src tyrosine kinase (UniProt P00524) that comprise the SH2 domain (Src SH2) was cloned into a pET30b expression vector (Novagen) at the NdeI and BamHI restriction sites. Protein was overexpressed in Rosetta2 (DE3) E. coli (Novagen) grown on M9 minimal media with 1 g/L 15 N-labeled NH 4 Cl as the sole nitrogen source and at least 2 g/L glucose as the sole carbon source, unlabeled or uniformly 13 C-labeled as required. Induction was initiated with 0.2 mM IPTG after incubating for 16-20 h at 22°C.
Cells were lysed using a French press in 20 mM (Na)HEPES, pH 7.5, 5 mM DTT, 1 mM EDTA, 0.2 mM PMSF, and 0.02% NaN 3 . After ultracentrifugation, the supernatant was loaded onto a 5 mL cation exchange HiTrap SP column (GE) that had been equilibrated with the same buffer. The protein was eluted with a 0-0.5 M NaCl gradient in the same buffer. Src SH2 containing fractions were pooled and concentrated to ∼2 mL using AmiconUltra-15 concentrators (Millipore) with 3 kDa molecular weight cutoff (MWCO) prior to final purification by gel filtration (Superdex 75 16/60, Pharmacia) using 20 mM (Na)HEPES, pH 7.5, 5 mM DTT, 1 mM EDTA, 350 mM NaCl, and 0.02% NaN 3 .
NMR experiments were conducted in 50 mM Na acetate, pH 5.5, 100 mM NaCl, 5 mM TCEP, and 0.02% NaN 3 (from Xu et al. 36 with minor variations). Pooled fractions containing Src SH2 were dialyzed against the NMR buffer (2-3 times, at least 6 h each time) using Snake Skin dialysis membranes with 3.5 kDA MWCO (Pierce). Peptides were dissolved in 100 µL of NMR buffer. After adjusting the pH to ∼5.5 with aqueous NaOH, the peptide stock was dialyzed alongside the protein using 100 Da MWCO membranes (Harvard Bioscience). Protein was concentrated to 1-1.8 mM using 3 kDa MWCO concentrators (Millipore 14 NMR Spectroscopy. NMR spectra were acquired at 298 K on a Bruker Avance III spectrometer operating at 800 MHz and a TXI triple resonance probe using standard pulse sequences from the Bruker pulse sequence library. Spectra were processed with NMRPipe 37 and viewed with Sparky. 38 Samples contained approximately 1 mM Src SH2 domain and 5 mM ligand to ensure saturation of the bound state conformation of each complex, as determined by titrations monitored by 15 N HSQC. Initial assignments based on the published values for the Src SH2-pYEEI complex 36 were confirmed with the MARS program 39 using data from standard HNCACB and CBCACONH triple resonance experiments. 40 Because of large changes in chemical shift, the mainchain experiments were conducted and full main-chain assignment performed for all four samples (unbound SH2, SH2-pYEEI, SH2-cpYEEI, and SH2-fpYEEI). The 800 MHz spectra were well resolved, allowing main-chain assignment of all nonproline residues.
During the assignment process, the peaks of E178 NH and R175 NεHε, which were assigned on the basis of published values, 36, 41 showed rank-order correlation with binding enthalpy. Both residues are located in the pY-binding pocket and are directly involved with coordination of the phosphoryl group on the ligand. It was assumed, therefore, that the trend in the chemical shifts is related to the deshielding effect of the negatively charged phosphate group and the stability of its interaction with the residues. This assumption, which is further supported throughout the results and discussion, led to the assignment of peaks for the R175 NηHη side-chain atoms that bind the phosphoryl moiety of the ligand. After accounting for the main-chain amides of all nonproline residues and the sidechain values available in the published shifts, a group of unassigned peaks remained that were located in the region of the spectra populated by the arginine and histidine side-chain peaks and followed the same rank-order trend with enthalpy. 45 using the CHARMM27 all-atom force field 46 with CMAP main-chain dihedral correction. 47 Supplementary topology and parameters for the cyclopropyl moiety (Supporting Information) were generated according to the standard CHARMM force field parametrization methodology. 46 Equilibrium geometries and reference vibrational data for this moiety were obtained from the NIST CCCBDB database. 48 Reference energy curves from HF/ 6-31 g** ab initio dihedral optimizations of model compounds were used to parametrize the torsional parameters for rotation about the C -Cγ bond ( 1 rotamer) and cyclopropyl-carbonyl "main-chain" bonds in cpY. Parameters for the fpY residue were assigned by analogy to existing force field values.
Initial coordinates for the complex models were taken from the three chains of the Src SH2-pYEEI crystal structure (PDB code 1SPS 49 ) and the two chains of the Src SH2-cpYEEI crystal structure (PDB code 1IS0 13 ). For each complex being simulated, the peptide was alchemically mutated to obtain the desired model pseudopeptide in each case, yielding five sets of starting coordinates. To increase the efficiency of conformational sampling, two independent simulations using different initial velocities were initiated from each set of starting coordinates to yield 10 independent simulations of each complex.
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Solutes were solvated with a truncated octahedral water box of TIP3 water molecules with box edges at least 14 Å from the solute. Nonbonded lists were generated with a 14 Å cutoff, and electrostatic interactions up to 12 Å were treated with a shifted potential and particle mesh Ewald summation method during the dynamics. Bond lengths to hydrogen atoms were constrained with SHAKE. Dynamics were performed using a leapfrog integrator, time step of 1 fs, and constant pressure and temperature (CPT) routine using a reference pressure of 1 atm and piston mass constant of 500 amu. Hoover temperature control was employed with a temperature bath of 298 K and thermal piston constant of 1000 kcal ps 2 mol -1 . Simulations were equilibrated for 500 ps, after which time all simulations were deemed reasonably energetically stable and displayed asymptotic rmsd time series relative to initial coordinates. Production runs of 1 ns were calculated for each simulation, with coordinates saved every 1 ps for a total of 10 ns of trajectory (10 000 snapshots) per complex. Dynamic properties were evaluated from this combined 10 ns pseudotrajectory. Average structures were calculated from the combined set and subjected to 500 steps of steepest descent minimization to remove severe steric clashes. Mainchain chemical shifts were calculated from these structures using Sparta.
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Hydrogen-bond analysis was performed with CHARMM's coordinate manipulation commands. For each frame in the trajectory, a hydrogen bond between a hydrogen-bond donor (D) and acceptor (A) was considered to be intact 52 if the D-A distance was less than 2.4 Å and the D-H · · · A angle was 120°-180°. Twodimensional histograms for geometric analyses were calculated using 4°bins over a range of -180°to 180°for dihedral angles, and 0.5 Å bins over a range of 1-6 Å for interatomic distances.
Individual contributions of groups of water molecules to the energy of a Src SH2-peptide complex were calculated from the explicitly solvated MD trajectories. The energy of the group (E grp ) was determined from the sum of the internal energy (E internal ), which includes the molecular mechanics energy for the bonded and nonbonded interactions associated with the atoms of the group, and one-half the nonbonded energies for the interactions of the group with other water molecules (E solvent ) and with protein or peptide atoms (E solute ).
Interaction energies were averaged over the 2 ns simulation time period using snapshots every 1 ps. 
(1)
Networks of water molecules identified from several crystallographic structures of Src SH2-peptide complexes 3,14 are thought to stabilize the bound state. The occupancy and energetics of these networks were characterized from the MD trajectories. One site, W G236 , refers to water molecules within 6.0 Å of non-hydrogen atoms of either residues G236 or L237 and within 6.0 Å of residue Y202. The second site, W +2E , corresponds to water molecules within 3.2 Å of both protein residue R205 and peptide residue pY+2E as well as within 6.0 Å of the main-chain heavy atoms of both residues K203 and I214. (See Supporting Information Figure S1 for a graphical depiction of the water sites.) Occupancy was determined from the time average number of water molecules meeting these distance criteria for trajectory snapshots at 1 ps intervals. For each group of water molecules selected, the time-averaged site energy was calculated using eq 2.
Results
Internal Dynamics Probed by NMR and MD.
To test for possible differences in internal dynamics of the Src SH2-pYEEI, Src SH2-cpYEEI, and Src SH2-fpYEEI complexes, 15 N relaxation experiments were conducted for each complex. T 1 and T 2 relaxation times, and the 1 H-15 N heteronuclear NOE (I sat /I nosat -1), are sensitive to motions on a picosecond to nanosecond time scale, while T 2 is also sensitive to longer time scale motion associated with conformational exchange. The residue profiles for these relaxation parameters are shown in Figure 2 . For most residues, the values deviate among the complexes by an amount less than experimental error. The profiles show similar trends of relatively diminished I sat /I nosat and slightly elevated T 2 values, indicating higher internal mobility, for residues N-terminal to the RA helix (residue 153), in the AB (residue 164), CD (residues 192-195), and DE (residues 206-211) loop regions, and in the N and C termini. These relaxation data are thus remarkably similar between the complexes even in these more flexible loop regions. Rotational anisotropy manifests more strongly in T 1 than in T 2 , and therefore the observed T 1 profiles in Figure 2 (top) are less uniform than those for T 2 (middle). Small differences in T 1 occur for residues scattered throughout the protein (I153, N164, E178, N193, D235). These T 1 deviations range from 0.1 to 0.2 s and, based on Lipari-Szabo model-free theory, 53 reflect small differences in the amplitude of fast time scale motion, corresponding to a maximum disparity in the generalized order parameter of only ∼0.2. Because these dynamic variations are small and occur for residues scattered throughout Src SH2, we find no convincing argument that they are relevant to the enthalpic differences of Src SH2 binding the three ligands. Overall, the NMR relaxation data suggest that Src SH2 mainchain fluctuations are highly similar and provide no evidence Root mean square fluctuations (RMSF) for R-carbons (upper left) and non-hydrogen atoms (lower left) and overlaid average structures calculated from MD trajectories (right) of the Src SH2-pYEEI (gold), Src SH2-cpYEEI (red), and Src SH2-fpYEEI (green) complexes. ∆(cpY -pY) and ∆(fpY -pY) denote the differences of each analogue peptide complex with respect to the pYEEI complex. The flexible loops are labeled according to their topological nomenclature. Protein image was produced with VMD. 79 for conformational averaging that could account for variations in binding enthalpies upon association with pYEEI, fpYEEI, and cpYEEI.
The Src SH2-ligand complexes were also observed to have comparable positional fluctuations based on MD simulations. Protein root mean square fluctuations (RMSF) about the mean coordinates of the simulation, calculated over each 10 ns trajectory set (Figure 3 ), are nearly equal; the RMSF values for some loop residues vary up to ∼0.5 Å for the CR atoms (top) and up to ∼0.9 Å for a small number of non-hydrogen atoms (bottom). The greatest differences in RMSF are found for residues in the AB, BC, CD, and BG loops. Given their small magnitude and because these differences occur in mobile loop regions, which in general require longer sampling times for convergence, the disparities are not deemed sufficient to account for the variation in binding energetics.
The influence of the cyclopropyl constraint on the conformational distribution of the cpY residue as compared to pY and fpY was considered by examining the joint probability distributions for φ-Ψ, 1-2, and dihedral angles describing rotation of the phosphoryl group (Figure 4) . The peaks in the twodimensional histograms for cpY are sharper in φ and 1 than those for pY or fpY, demonstrating the expected reduced range of motion (see also Table 1) for the constrained ring. Interestingly, the constraint also has long-distance effects on the dihedral angles about the bridging oxygen of the phosphoryl group (bottom plots, Figure 4) ; the distribution for C -Oη-P-O is narrower for cpY as compared to fpY and pY (Table 1) .
Much like the trend between the crystal structures, the average coordinates of the complexes calculated from the simulation trajectories are strikingly similar to each other (Figure 3, right) .
The three complexes differ from each other by ∼0.7 Å over main-chain atoms and ∼1 Å rmsd over all non-hydrogen atoms. In regard to the pY residue itself, the average values for 1, 2, and phosphate dihedral angle, as well as for residue Y+1 E, only two bonds removed from the point of constraint, differ by as much as 15°among the three bound ligands in both the crystallographic and the MD structures (Table 1) . These structural differences may seem large, but the rotation of the phosphate group is able to orient the ring so that strong interactions and the position of the phosphotyrosyl moiety appear to be maintained with respect to the protein.
Chemical Shift Perturbation Analysis. Chemical shift is an exquisitely sensitive probe of local structure and magnetic environment. In contrast to the similarities observed for the 
a Standard deviation over multiple crystallographic chains in parentheses.
b Standard deviation over MD snapshots in parentheses.
crystallographic and MD average structures, the 54 The number of residues perturbed, as well as the magnitude of the differences, between the three complexes is remarkable in light of the degree of similarity between the crystal structures and simulation average structures.
While the CSP indicates a change in the electronic environment of the amide group upon ligand binding, the CSD more specifically compares the chemical shifts between complexes. The bulk of the discussion will therefore focus on the CSDs. Main-chain CSDs between the three complexes that are greater than 0.06 ppm, a value greater than twice the average peak line width in the spectra, are mapped onto the structure in the lower panel of Figure 5 and tabulated in Table S1 (Supporting Information). The chemical shifts of Src SH2 bound with the constrained cpYEEI deviate significantly from those of the other two complexes, as highlighted by the extent of the magenta (lower center) and blue (lower right) mappings. The SH2-pYEEI and SH2-fpYEEI complexes are more similar to each other, as illustrated by the relative sparsity of the cyan mapping (lower left).
Ligand-dependent chemical shift differences are scattered across the binding interface, but are most prominent in the BC loop, the C and D strands of the central sheet, the EF loop, and the BG loop ( Figure 5 ). The perturbed residues of the BC loop and a portion of the residues in C and D form part of the highly conserved pY-binding pocket. The remaining perturbed residues in C and D, along with the EF and BG loops, contribute to the specificity-determining region, interacting with the EEI motif. Throughout this report, the secondary structural elements will be referred to by the standard SH2 topological nomenclature defined by Eck et al. 58 Residues will be referenced according to Src kinase numbering, and residue names in parentheses cross-reference the topological names that appear in the SH2 literature.
The greatest chemical shift differences between the three complexes are associated with residues directly involved with pY binding (see Table S1 ): E178 (GluBC1) main-chain amide (CSD fpY-pY ) 0.278, CSD cpY-pY ) 0.281, CSD cpY-fpY ) 0.558 ppm) and R175 (Arg B5) side-chain guanidinium NηHη (CSD fpY-pY ) 0.255, CSD cpY-pY ) 0.332, CSD cpY-fpY ) 0.586 ppm). The higher frequency of a downfield shifted resonance indicates the proton is relatively deshielded, which in proteins typically arises from stronger hydrogen bonding. As depicted in Figure  7 , the E178 main-chain amide nitrogen is within hydrogenbonding distance (∼2.8 Å) of the nearest phosphate oxygen in the crystal structures. R175, which is universally conserved across SH2 domains, forms a bidentate salt-bridge with the phosphate group as well as hydrogen bonds to the side-chains of H201 (His D4) and S187 (Ser C5). Although R175 sidechain resonances exhibit large CSD values, no significant differences are observed for R175 main-chain chemical shifts.
Appreciable main-chain amide CSDs between all complexes are found for S177 (Ser B7), T179 (ThrBC2), and C185 (Cys C3), all of which have side-chain interactions with the phosphoryl group. The remaining interactions responsible for coordinating the pY side-chain are mediated through the long, basic side-chains of R155 (ArgRA2) and K203 (Lys D6). Of these two residues, only K203 shows a significant main-chain CSD in the constrained pseudopeptide complex.
In addition to the -sheet residues R175 and C185 just discussed, the chemical shifts of the central sheet residues L186 (Leu C4), H201 (His D4), Y202 (Tyr D5), and I204 (Ile D7) differ considerably among the three complexes ( Figure  5 ). The second largest CSDs are observed for the central C strand residue L186 (CSD fpY-pY ) 0.095, CSD cpY-pY ) 0.231, CSD cpY-fpY ) 0.326 ppm, Figures 5 and 6) . Such large differences are unexpected, as L186 makes neither direct contacts nor apparent conformational changes between complexes based on the crystal structures. The differences are greater than those in neighboring residues, C185 (CSD fpY-pY ) 0.047, CSD cpY-pY ) 0.112, CSD cpY-fpY ) 0.155 ppm) and S187 (CSD fpY-pY ) 0.008, CSD cpY-pY ) 0.065, CSD cpY-fpY ) 0.072 ppm), or in R175, all of which contribute directly to the network of interactions in the pY-binding pocket (Figure 7) . The C185 and S187 main-chain chemical shifts differ only in the comparisons to the constrained complex, while the shifts in both the pYEEI and the fpYEEI complexes are similar. Y202 (CSD fpY-pY ) 0.065, CSD cpY-pY ) 0.129, CSD cpY-fpY ) 0.096 ppm) forms main-chain -sheet hydrogen bonds to L186, as well as energetically important side-chain contacts with the Y+1 E residue of the peptide and the hydrophobic binding pocket.
The HN resonance for H201 had large CSD values at saturation (CSD fpY-pY ) 0.072, CSD cpY-pY ) 0.049, CSD cpY-fpY ) 0.116 ppm). Moreover, the trend in the H201 amide proton The H201 amide also showed a unique titration behavior; the H201 peak was absent in the SH2-cpYEEI complex spectra at pseudopeptide to protein molar ratios as high as 2.5 (data not shown). This broadening for the cpYEEI complex indicates a possible chemical exchange process that is exhibited by neither pYEEI nor fpYEEI complexes (see Discussion). Because of spectral overlap of the H201 peaks, reliable 15 N-relaxation measurements could not be obtained for H201 in any of the three complexes, and thus the exchange process was not further characterized.
The effects of preorganization also extend into the hydrophobic binding pocket as shown by large CSDs involving the cpYEEI complex for residues in the D strand and the BG and MD Analysis of Intermolecular Interactions. To gain insight into the basis for the differences in binding enthalpy, we evaluated the particular intermolecular interactions of the residues that exhibit large CSD values from MD simulations. E178 NH and R175 NηHη, which show the largest CSD values, interact directly with the phosphoryl group of the constrained residue. The time-averaged number of hydrogen bonds per snapshot, the nonbond energy of interaction for the groups containing the respective donor and acceptor atoms, and the distances (oxygen to hydrogen, or oxygen to nitrogen) for these interactions vary little among the three complexes (Table 2) . A higher energy is observed for R175 NηHη interaction with the phosphoryl group in the cpYEEI SH2 complex (-135.8 versus -136.7 or -136.9 kcal/mol), consistent with this complex having the least favorable binding enthalpy. The outer D strand residues H201 and Y202 also have large main-chain amide CSDs. The main-chain carbonyl of H201 forms a hydrogen bond to the NH group of residue Y+1 E, as illustrated in Figure 7 . The average nonbond energy between Y+1 NH and H201 CO in the SH2-cpYEEI complex (-1.8 kcal/mol) is higher than that in either SH2-pYEEI (-2.8 kcal/mol) or SH2-fpYEEI (-2.6 kcal/mol) as the result of an increase in the N H -O distance, and a corresponding smaller fraction of snapshots that fit the hydrogen-bonding criteria ( Table 2 ). The differences in the interaction energies are smaller than the standard error. Nevertheless, the overall tendency of the simulation results in Table 2 is that the interactions with ligand of R175 and H201, residues with a rank-order chemical shift trend for the three complexes, are somewhat less favorable for the cpYEEI complex, consistent with the measured enthalpic differences.
A number of interfacial water molecules are observed in the crystal structures to mediate interactions between the peptide and SH2 domain and appear to be energetically important to the stability of the complex.
3,14,73-75 Waksman and co-workers found a significant improvement in the agreement of binding enthalpies predicted using an empirical formulation based on surface area when these water molecules were included in the estimate of surface area. [73] [74] [75] The possibility that hydration effects resulting from these interfacial water molecules differ among the three complexes was considered by using the MD trajectories to assess the occupancy and interaction energies of the water molecules in the sites identified by Waksman. One of these water molecules hydrogen bonds with the H201 NH group as shown in Figure 7 . Analysis of the MD trajectories found the constrained pseudopeptide did not significantly change the occupancy for the constrained pseudopeptide as determined by the fraction of frames with a hydrogen bond between H201 NH and a water molecule (0.935 for SH2-pYEEI, 0.919 for SH2-cpYEEI, and 0.917 for SH2-fpYEEI). We also analyzed two clusters of interfacial water molecules present in several crystal structures. One cluster of approximately four water molecules lies near the pY+2E side-chain (W +2E ). A second cluster, with roughly three water molecules, bridges interactions of G236 in the BG loop and the hydrophobic binding pocket (W G236 ) with the ligand. The time-averaged interaction energies calculated with eq 2 and number of water molecules in the site W +2E and W G236 are nearly identical (Table 3) . Explicit-water MD simulations provide information on hydration effects at a level of detail that is not obtained by experiment; however, it should be noted that the energetics of water interactions are e Average nonbonded energy (kcal/mol) between xpY+1(H N NCRHR) and Y202(OC). difficult to quantify with high accuracy because of the limitations of the water models and the long simulation times required to reach absolute convergence. With this limitation in mind, the results shown in Table 3 give no indication that the interfacial water molecules differ significantly as a result of the cpY constraint.
An aim of this investigation was to explore the possibility that concerted atomic motions modulate noncovalent interactions in a manner that could explain the differences in binding enthalpies observed experimentally. Concerted motions include local motions such as libration of a functional group, or a collective motion of several groups across a network of interactions as is important for driving protein allostery and other conformational changes. 59, 60 Consider that motion of the phosphotyrosyl residue optimizes the orientation of the phosphoryl group with respect to E178 and R175. Rigidity arising from the cpY main-chain constraint could hinder the ligand from concurrently maintaining stable main-chain hydrogen bonds between Y+1 E and H201. Two-dimensional histograms correlating the distance between E178 and the nearest phosphate oxygen atom with the Y+1 NH to H201 CO hydrogen-bond distance are shown in Figure 8 . The distributions for the pYEEI complex and fpYEEI complex show a single well so that the ligand interactions with both E178 and H201 maintain a stable H-O distance of ∼2 Å, while the cpYEEI complex has a minor population of simulation snapshots with an increased Y+1 E to H201 distance of approximately 3.5-4 Å. This is manifested in the 0.6 Å increase in the mean Y+1 E H N to H201 O distance, decrease of 0.3 hydrogen bonds per frame, and 1 kcal/mol unfavorable change in interaction energy for cpYEEI listed in Table 2 . These results suggest that the rigid constraint partly disrupts the pseudopeptide from simultaneously maintaining optimal interactions across the entirety of its binding interface.
Discussion
The Src SH2 domain is a relatively rigid protein receptor with no induced-fit binding, 14, 35, 49 which makes it an attractive model system for ligand design, and simplifies the interpretation of ITC results and energetics of binding. 13, 14 The structure of the Src SH2 domain appears unchanged in the unbound, 54 phosphate-bound, 49 pYEEI-bound, 49 and cpYEEI-bound 14 states, as well as in complexes with a variety of other pY-based inhibitors. 61 The similarities are particularly striking within the pY-binding pocket. Despite this apparent structural rigidity, the association of preorganized ligands with Src SH2 occurs with less favorable enthalpy of binding, albeit the desired gain in entropy. This enthalpy-entropy compensation motivated this investigation of possible conformational averaging affects given that relative motion of the protein and constrained peptide could lead to fluctuations with increased hydrogen-bond lengths or more acute angles between donor and acceptor such that motional averaging would lead to higher hydrogen-bond energy. Nonetheless, the internal dynamics of the pYEEI, cpYEEI, and fpYEEI Src SH2 complexes estimated from 15 N relaxation (Figure 2 ) and MD fluctuations (Figure 3) show only minor variations, which cannot convincingly account for the observed disparities in binding enthalpy of the three complexes. Previously reported NMR relaxation measurements for Src SH2 also suggest that main-chain flexibility varies little upon binding the canonical pYEEI peptide, with only minimal differences from residues scattered throughout the protein in the amplitude of motion specified from the Lipari-Szabo order parameter. 54 As such, we find no evidence that alternative conformational distributions occurring from picosecond-nanosecond motions affect the time-average interaction energy with the three Src SH2 ligands. These results do not directly assess possible differences in slower time scale motions. Nevertheless, given that slower motions correspond to larger amplitude motions, and that large-amplitude motions, such as loop motions, would likely be manifest in the average structure determined by crystallography, the structural similarity of the Src SH2 complexes would argue against the possibility that differences in slower time scale motions exist for these complexes.
Disruptions to pY-Pocket Interactions. In contrast to the above observations, important deviations in the chemical shifts of pY-pocket residues among the Src SH2 complexes reveal key distinctions that can be rationalized in energetic terms. The strongest CSDs (Table S1 ) between all three complexes are associated with the side-chain NηHη of R175 and the mainchain NH of E178, which both interact directly with the phosphoryl group (Figure 7) . NMR CSDs for these residues are consistent with small structural variations that can reasonably account for the measured enthalpy differences of the three complexes. Recall that previously reported mutagenesis and calorimetry studies (Table S1 ) indicate that phosphotyrosyl binding contributes approximately one-half of the binding free energy and is largely enthalpically driven.
3,62,63 The free energy for Src SH2 binding pYEEI is ∼6 kcal/mol more favorable relative to that of YEEI, with ∆∆H°≈ -4 kcal/mol and T∆∆S°≈ 2 kcal/mol. 62 Interactions that contribute the majority of the binding free energy have become known as binding hot spots.
64,65 Hot-spot residues were found by mutagenesis to have considerably greater power in altering affinity than neighboring residues that also exist in the intermolecular contact surface.
The large downfield perturbations in the chemical shifts for R175 and E178 are consistent with a distance-dependent deshielding of the NH nuclei by direct contact with the ligand dianionic phosphoryl group. 34 The NMR chemical shift depends strongly on distance to nearby charged, polar, or aromatic groups, thereby providing a useful probe of main-chain amide hydrogen bonding, which is otherwise difficult to test by common approaches such as single-site mutagenesis. The SH2-fpYEEI complex exhibits the most downfield proton chemical shifts for E178 H N and R175 Hη, suggesting stronger interactions and therefore shorter phosphate-HN distances. The cpYEEI shifts are furthest upfield, consistent with the longest distances and least favorable energy. The rank order in chemical shifts of these protons (Figure 6 ) therefore correlates with the binding enthalpies of the peptide series, and this correlation is consistent with increasing distance for the interaction with fpY, pY, and cpY residues, respectively. The relationship between chemical shift and hydrogen-bond stabilization has been well established for protein secondary structure 66, 67 and model compounds. [67] [68] [69] Ab initio calculations have suggested that changes in hydrogen-bonding distance of tenths of an angstrom are sufficient to perturb the chemical shift by more than 1 ppm. [68] [69] [70] Furthermore, a 0.1 Å change in the phosphoryl group distance to the E178 amide and R175 guanidinium groups alters the interaction energy by approximately 1 and 4 kcal/mol, respectively, based on the molecular mechanics force field (Supporting Information Figure S2 ). Thus, in the case of Src SH2 binding, the trends in chemical shift indicate that subtle deviations in the interaction distances for the phosphotyrosine with the SH2 pY-pocket residues, perhaps due to small geometric variations between cpY, pY, and fpY residues, can account for the observed differences in binding enthalpies of the complexes.
The crystal structures were unable to distinguish the three complexes in terms of the distances between the phosphate and HN of E178 or R175; however, a difference of tenths of angstroms to account for the CSD is comparable to the ∼0.3 Å estimated coordinate error of a crystallographic model determined at 1.9 Å resolution. 70 Further, the simulations find less favorable interaction energy of R175 guanidinium for the cpYEEI complex, but the trends in interaction energies of E178 NH and R175 NηHη do not correlate with the interaction energy indicated from chemical shifts. The simulations therefore also appear unable to capture the subtle structural effects observed by NMR. A more accurate treatment of electrostatics by including polarization 70 in the molecular mechanics force field is likely required to correctly model the behavior of the charged phosphoryl group.
Interpretation of chemical shift perturbations in terms of thermodynamic parameters necessitates caution as chemical shift is sensitive to a number of structural and environmental factors. 34, 71 A quantitative interpretation requires accurate chemical shift calculations and detailed structural information for the system. Further, binding enthalpy depends on the energy difference between the bound and unbound state, and the difference between two complexes alone may not fully explain deviations in binding thermodynamics. It is reasonable that the high degree of structural similarity between the three ligands in this study would minimize any contribution from the free state of the ligands, and MD studies are underway to actually estimate the contribution from the free state. Nevertheless, the relative downfield changes in chemical shift for E178 H N and R175 Hη (Figure 6 ) indicate stronger deshielding and electrostatic potential for interaction in the order of the Src complexes: fpYEEI > pYEEI > cpYEEI. Given the interactions observed crystallographically, we propose closer contact and more favorable noncovalent ligand interactions of the phosphoryl group with E178 NH and R175 NηHη in the same relative order, and these interactions are in part the basis for the observed ranking in experimental binding enthalpies.
The energetic importance of R175 to binding affinity and as part of the hot spot interaction is well established. 49 The residue is universally conserved across SH2 domains. The structural importance of the hydrogen bonding between R175 and H201 has been supported by the acidic pK a of H201 Nδ, measured by NMR titration in Src SH2 54 and PLCγ. 72 A triad of hydrogen bonds between R175, H201, and E159 is argued to preorganize the R175 side-chain in its bound state geometry. 54 The R175A Src SH2 mutant binds pYEEI with significantly reduced binding enthalpy (∆∆G°) 3.2 kcal/mol, ∆∆H°) 4.1 kcal/mol, T∆∆S°) 0.9 kcal/mol 62 ). The noncovalent interactions of the R175 side-chain with S187, H201, and the pY residue (Figure 7 ) provide ample energetic potential so that alterations of R175 by different ligands could cause a 2.7 kcal/mol difference in binding enthalpy that is observed between cpYEEI and fpY-EEI.
14 The NMR chemical shift differences for residues 201-204 ( Figure 5 ) also suggest variations in the interactions of the outer D strand of Src SH2. As illustrated in Figure 7A , H201 has main-chain interactions with pY+1E and with a bound water molecule, 14 which has been shown to be energetically important in a series of computational investigations by Waksman and co-workers. [73] [74] [75] The simulations find that in the cpYEEI complex two populations exist for the distance of H201 carbonyl to pY+1E NH (Figure 8 ). This conformational averaging may be the origin of the chemical exchange line broadening exhibited by H201 NH during the titration of Src SH2 with cpYEEI, and lowers the stability of this interaction based on the energies calculated from the simulations (Table 2 ). Moreover, given that the trend in the chemical shifts of H201 HN follow the rank order of the binding enthalpies (see Results), H201 interactions could contribute to the loss of enthalpy with preorganization. Interestingly, this loss would be attributed to the presence of dynamic averaging for the restrained cpYEEI rather than a loss of mobility.
Long-Range Effects of Constraint. Unlike the large CSD values of NH groups that interact directly with the phosphoryl moiety of the ligand, a precise structural explanation for the large CSDs in the central C-strand residue L186 is less clear. Chemical shift differences in this region of p85N SH2 upon ligand binding were attributed to ring current effects, 34 but this explanation cannot account for the CSD observed in the Src complexes studied here given that L186 HN exhibits larger differences (0.7 to 2.3 ppm in δN, 0 to 0.04 ppm in δH) but is more distant from surrounding aromatic rings so that the ring currents would be considerably smaller. Also, δN is less susceptible to the influence of ring currents than δH, 75 and the nitrogen chemical shift dominates the L186 CSD (Figure 6 ). Nitrogen chemical shifts are more complex and thus complicated to calculate as compared to proton shifts, but they are particularly sensitive to changes in the φ dihedral angle, as well as the Ψ and 1 torsion angles of the preceding residue, 76 C185 in this case. The trends in Ψ(C185), φ(L186), and 1(C185) that are tabulated in Table 4 agree qualitatively with the variations in nitrogen chemical shifts in that the SH2-pYEEI and SH2-fpYEEI values are more similar to each other than to SH2-cpYEEI. The dihedral angle differences are less than the standard deviation, but on the basis of this consistent trend we suggest the CSDs could arise from small deviations in mainchain conformation of the central strands induced by the constraint.
If the CSDs arise from small disparities in Ψ and 1 torsion angles of residue 185 and in η of 186 in the C strand, we suggest the enthalpic impact of this local structural perturbation is likely negligible. Nevertheless, the chemical shift perturbations along the length of the C and D strands (residues 185, 186, 201-204) could reflect thermodynamic consequences in view of a coupling between the two binding pockets shown from calorimetric measurements of binding enthalpies. 77 Using a series of pYEEI variants binding to Src SH2, Waksman and co-workers reported a significant nonadditivity between the pY+3 I residue, and either the pY+1 E (1.2 kcal/mol) or the pY+2 E (-1.6 kcal/mol) residues. 77 Long-distance effects are also apparent here from the disparate NH chemical shifts; S216 and T218 in the EF loop and G236 and L237 of the BG loop differ for the cpYEEI complex, whereas the complexes of the more flexible fpYEEI and pYEEI ligands have similar bound state chemical shifts ( Figure 5 ). Long-range effects originating from the pY-pocket are also indicated by a recent comparison of Src SH2 crystallographic structures in the unbound state determined in the presence and absence of inorganic phosphate. A notable difference was the closing of the EF and BG loops in the solution structure without phosphate, leading to a less well-defined hydrophobic binding pocket. 54 We envision a pathway of correlated interactions starting with the side-chains of residues C185, S187, H201, and K203 on the pY face of the -sheet (solid wedges in Figure 7 ) mediated through the hydrophobic-face -sheet residues L186, Y202, and I204 (open wedges in Figure 7 ) to the BG loop via contacts between L186, Y202, and L237. While a structural path between the pY-pocket and the EF and BG loops on the opposite side of the SH2 domain is readily mapped out for the residues with CSDs, an interpretation of the large CSD values of the EF and BG loop is not obviously associated with the measured enthalpic differences as was the case for the trends in chemical shift deshielding for residues in the pY-pocket.
Conclusion
This report has detailed several interactions in the pY-pocket of the Src SH2 domain as a basis for enthalpy-entropy compensation of ligand binding by using a combination of information from NMR, MD simulations, crystallography, and calorimetry. From the perturbations observed in the chemical shifts of the Src pY-binding pocket, it is seen that addition of even a minor structural constraint is not a perfect mimic of the optimal geometry of binding. Small, almost "invisible" changes in the bound state geometry appear to impact the binding energetics. These studies suggest that constraining a portion of a flexible ligand involved in hot-spot interactions with Src SH2 might be the origin of the weaker binding enthalpy observed for cpYEEI relative to fpYEEI and pYEEI.
To preorganize ligands without such an enthalpic penalty, it would appear necessary to closely match the binding site geometry of Src SH2. Alternatively, the introduction of a geometric constraint elsewhere in the ligand could yield improved entropy from preorganization without an enthalpic penalty resulting from an imperfect match of the targeted bound state geometry. For example, preorganization of the pY+3 sidechain, which is energetically forgiving to conservative mutations, 77, 78 could provide the same entropic gain achieved with cpY but without requiring an ideal match of binding site geometry to not diminish key interactions of a "hot-spot" region. In this context, it is notable, perhaps perplexing, that use of the same cyclopropane-derived replacement at pY led to enhanced binding enthalpies without the expected gain in binding entropies for a series of Grb2 SH2 binding phosphotyrosine analogues, 10, 11 thereby underscoring the difficulty in predicting binding thermodynamics from structure.
We find no evidence in this study that the compensating contributions in the measured enthalpy-entropy components arise from the same physical basis, and thus enthalpy-entropy compensation is not an intrinsic property of preorganization. That is, the reduced mobility from preorganization of the ligand leads to a more favorable binding entropy, but this reduced ligand mobility does not appear to be the origin of the less favorable binding enthalpy through an effect of the restraint on the conformational dynamics. As well as can be determined from the 15 N relaxation measurements and MD simulations, protein internal dynamics are not significantly affected by the constrained ligand motion in a manner that accounts for energetic differences. The results therefore do not support the view that compensation occurs because the entropy and enthalpy are inexorably linked and therefore an unavoidable property of the system. Thus, achieving the anticipated gain in binding free energy by preorganization of ligand in the bound state conformation appears to remain a potentially viable design principle, although predicting whether ligand preorganization will have a favorable entropic and/or enthalpic consequence is problematic. Figure S1 , an illustration of interfacial water molecules in the hydrophobic binding pocket; Figure S2 , a plot of the distance dependence of the phosphoryl interaction energy calculated from MD simulations; and information on the CHARMM force field topology and parameters for the cpY and fpY residues. This material is available free of charge via the Internet at http://pubs.acs.org. Figure S2 . The distance dependence of phosphoryl interaction energies were calculated from MD simulations of the SH2-pYEEI, SH2-cpYEEI, and SH2-fpYEEI complexes. The distance between the phosphorous atom and the main-chain nitrogen atom of E178 or the guanidinyl Cζ carbon atom of R175, respectively, was calculated for each of 45,000 coordinate snapshots. The non-bond energy between two electrostatically neutral groups was calculated for each snapshot using the CHARMM27 force field.
S4
The groups, defined in the CHARMM27 force-field topology include the phosphorous atom, the four oxygen atoms, and the Cζ carbon atom of the pY ring for the "PO 3 " group, the main-chain nitrogen atom and hydrogen atom, alpha carbon atom and alpha hydrogen atom for the "backbone amide" group of E178 (top), and the Cζ, three nitrogen atoms and associated hydrogen atoms of the R175 guanadinyl group (bottom). 
